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CCTV player manager for Frontline Police
CCTV footage can be invaluable in helping to solve crimes and prosecute criminals but dealing with and
managing different proprietary video formats results in investigative delays.
Kinesense PlayerManager is a software tool designed to reduce the time and frustration of dealing with
video formats. It enables time-efficient video player sorting, storing and sharing across the organisation.

Makes playing proprietary
video formats easier

Eliminates player conflicts
and incompatibility issues

Investigators can use it to find
the right player, watch a video,
select images and clips and
export for suspect charging or
interview.

PlayerManger comes with a
900+ virtualized player library.
Virtualization allows players to
be packaged into a single file
that doesn’t need to be installed
onto your PC. This avoids the
hassle of installing all the players
you need or possible corruption
of the system if two players were
to conflict with each other.
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Flexible deployment
Kinesense PlayerManager can
be deployed on a standalone
machine or networked to
provide access to a central
storage of players.
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Key Features
Sort
Delivered with 900+ player library
Create your own library by adding players
Look up correct player for video file
Search by file extension, codec or notes.

Store
Store information about players in one location
Synchronize your player library with other PCs
Add and share notes about players.

Share
Synchronize your player library with other PCs
Add and share notes about players
Share formats.

Technical Specifications
Supported Import
Resolution

Minimum QCIF 176 × 144/maximum 4K

Language Support

English, French, Italian, Spanish, Polish, Portuguese, Korean,
Chinese Simplified, Russian

Minimum Hardware
Requirements

Windows 10 x64 Pro (or latest version)

Suggested Hardware
Requirements

Intel Core i7 7th gen. 4 core or better, 16 GB RAM SSD for Windows,
plus 1 TB drive for database storage, 1440p or higher monitor

Kinesense PlayerManager
helps you manage the digital
video players across your
organisation. Contact us at
info@kinesensevca.com to find
out more about how Kinesense
technology can make video
investigations easier.

SIGN UP FOR
A FREE TRIAL
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